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Enhanced Detection of Bubble Emissions
Through the Intact Spine for Monitoring
Ultrasound-Mediated Blood-Spinal Cord

Barrier Opening
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Abstract—Objective: We previously developed short
burst, phase keying (SBPK) focused ultrasound (FUS) to
mitigate standing waves in the human vertebral canal.
Here, we show microbubble emissions from these pulses
can be detected through the human vertebral arch and
that these pulses are effective for blood-spinal cord barrier
(BSCB) opening. Methods: At f0 = 514 kHz, circulating
microbubbles were sonicated through ex vivo human
vertebrae (60 kPa-1 MPa) using a dual-aperture approach
and SBPK exposures engineered to incorporate pulse in-
version (PI). Signals from a 250 kHz receiver were analyzed
using PI, short-time Fourier analysis and the maximum
projection over the pulse train. In rats (n = 14), SBPK
FUS+microbubbles was applied to 3 locations/spinal cord
at fixed pressures (∼0.20–0.47 MPa). MRI and histology
were used to assess opening and tissue damage. Results:
In human vertebrae between 0.2–0.4 MPa, PI amplified the
microbubble/baseline ratio at f0 /2 and 2f0 by 202 ± 40%
(132–291%). This was maximal at 0.4 MPa, coinciding with
the onset of broadband emissions. In vivo, opening was
achieved at 40/42 locations, with mean MRI enhancement of
46 ± 32%(16%–178%). Using PI, f0 /2 was detected at 14/40
opening locations. At the highest pressures (f0 /2 present)
histology showed widespread bleeding throughout the fo-
cal region. At the lowest pressures, opening was achieved
without bleeding. Conclusion: This study confirmed that PI
can increase sensitivity to transvertebral detection of mi-
crobubble signals. Preliminary in vivo investigations show
that SBPK FUS can increase BSCB permeability without
tissue damage. Significance: SBPK is a clinically relevant
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pulse scheme and, in combination with PI, provides a means
of mediating and monitoring BSCB opening noninvasively.

Index Terms—Focused ultrasound, blood-spinal cord
barrier, short bursts, pulse inversion, microbubbles.

I. INTRODUCTION

FOCUSED ultrasound (FUS), in conjunction with circulat-
ing microbubbles (MBs), has the potential to transform

drug delivery to the central nervous system (CNS) by providing
a noninvasive and targeted means of transiently enhancing the
permeability of CNS vasculature [1], [2]. Hundreds of preclin-
ical studies using FUS+MBs have reported successful modifi-
cation of the blood-brain barrier (BBB) and enhanced targeted
delivery of a wide range of tracers and therapeutic agents [3]–
[12] into the brain parenchyma. FUS-induced BBB opening
(BBBO) has reached the stage of clinical trials for the delivery
of doxorubicin to brain tumors [13] and for treatment of early
to moderate Alzheimer’s disease [14]. In the spinal cord, there
exists the blood-spinal cord barrier (BSCB) which is function-
ally and morphologically similar to the BBB [15]. Recently,
the application of FUS+MBs for BSCB opening (BSCBO) has
shown promising results in preclinical studies [16]–[19].

The safe implementation of microbubble and FUS-induced
therapies, like BBBO and BSCBO, hinges on the ability to
monitor acoustic emissions from MBs to assess treatment ef-
fects. For FUS sonications with quasi-continuous pulses, on the
order of milliseconds, the relationship between spectral content
of MB emissions and treatment bioeffects have been well char-
acterized [20], [21]. Spectral signatures representing stable MB
oscillations, like harmonic emissions, have been associated with
BBBO, while spectral signatures indicating inertial cavitation
and MB collapse, like broadband noise, have been associated
with gross tissue damage. This understanding of the correlation
between spectral signatures and tissue effects has been essential
for researchers to develop algorithms and controllers based on
MB emissions to promote safe BBBO while minimizing tissue
damage in real time [22]–[25].

Despite the success of preliminary in vivo demonstrations
of FUS-induced BSCBO in small animals, delivering and de-
tecting acoustic signals through the complex bony structures of
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the human spine remains a challenge that must be overcome for
clinical translation. Due to the thickness and density of vertebral
bone, FUS delivery through the human spine is subject to focal
distortions and low levels of transmission. Using a 514 kHz, sin-
gle element transducer, a mean FUS transmission of (31± 17)%
of the focal pressure has been reported through posterior ele-
ments of ex vivo human thoracic vertebrae [26]. To overcome
this, phased arrays can be used to correct for phase and am-
plitude aberrations as FUS propagates through vertebral bone,
restoring focal shape and maximizing the focal pressures [27].
Another challenge that arises is the formation of standing waves
within the spinal cavity due to reflections off interior walls and
the comparatively large focal sizes at submegahertz frequen-
cies. To overcome the challenge posed by standing waves, a
dual aperture, cross-beam approach, using short burst, phase
keying (SBPK) exposures has been proposed [28]. However,
the acoustic emissions from MBs exposed to SBPK exposures
are complex and require more advanced methods of analysis
compared with conventional exposures. Additionally, small sig-
nal contributions from MBs within the vertebral canal may be
difficult to identify in the presence of strong reflections at the
bone interface, particularly when using short, broadband pulses
that overlap the receive bands of interest, giving rise to low
contrast-to-tissue ratios [29].

One well established technique to minimize linear tissue
signals and amplify non-linear MB signals is pulse inversion
(PI). PI was originally developed for ultrasound contrast en-
hanced imaging by summing reflections from consecutive in-
verted pulses [29]. This technique has typically not been used
in ultrasound therapy because pulses are long compared with
imaging pulses, but there have been some demonstrations of
BBBO using short pulse lengths [30]–[33]. In such applica-
tions, PI could be useful for treatment monitoring and control.
Recently PI has been shown to enhance passive imaging of MB
activity during ultrasound therapy exposures for BBBO [34].

In this body of work, we demonstrate transvertebral detection
of MB emissions from SBPK emissions and identify methods of
analysis, including the incorporation of PI to increase detection
sensitivity through ex vivo human vertebrae. We also perform
a preliminary demonstration of BSCBO using SBPK FUS in
rats under magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) guidance. During
in vivo experiments, we capture acoustic signals from MBs
and we demonstrate that we can distinguish spectral signatures
using the methods of analysis developed on the bench in a less
controlled, in vivo setting. The implications of these results are
then discussed.

II. METHODS

A. Short Burst, Phase Keying Pulse Trains With
Phase Inversion

SBPK pulse trains were used for FUS delivery in this work,
both for delivery through intact ex vivo human thoracic ver-
tebrae and in vivo to demonstrate efficacy for BSCBO in
rats. SBPK pulse trains contain short (2-cycle) bursts with a
burst repetition period of 50 μs (burst repetition frequency =
20 kHz). At the start of each burst, a quadrature phase is ran-

Fig. 1. Truncated examples of (a) a short burst, phase keying pulse
train; (b) a short burst, phase keying pulse incorporating pulse inversion
used to excite transducer A (Fig. 2(b)); (c) a short burst, phase keying
incorporating pulse inversion used to excite transducer B. (Fig. 2(b)).
(d) An idealized example of the combined pulse from both transducers
at the focus.

domly assigned (0°, 90°, 180° or 270°) as shown in Fig. 1(a).
These pulse trains were originally introduced for mitigating
standing waves while producing a uniform focus within ex vivo
human thoracic vertebrae using a dual aperture, cross-beam
approach [28]. The short burst length is required to minimize
the interference between incident and reflected waves in the
vertebral canal, thereby eliminating standing waves [30]. Prior
research has shown that a dual aperture, cross-beam approach
can reduce the focal size for precise targeting within small cav-
ities by exploiting the region of overlap between ultrasound
beams [35]. However, this approach requires a frequency offset
between the transducers to avoid banding due to interference
patterns at the focus and achieve temporal smoothing. For very
short burst lengths, on the order of the short bursts proposed
for this work, the frequency offset needed to achieve this is ex-
tremely large [28]. To compensate for this, SBPK pulse trains
use random phase keying to randomly disrupt interference pat-
terns between incident beams and achieve spatial uniformity
over the length of the pulse train.

In this study, pseudo-random SBPK pulse trains have been
engineered to leverage PI to assess its effect on detection of
MB emissions through ex vivo human vertebrae. To achieve this
phase of bursts 1, 3, 5 . . . were randomly assigned, while the
phase of bursts 2, 4, 6 . . . were chosen to be 180° shifted from
the previous burst. Examples of SBPK pulse trains incorporating
PI are shown in Fig. 1(b)&(c). Using a dual aperture, cross-beam
approach, the resultant pulse train experienced at the focus due
to overlapping beams from transducers excited with the pulse
trains described should also result in phase inverted pulse pairs
(Fig. 1(d)).
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Fig. 2. (a) Schematic diagram showing the experimental set up for
exciting microbubbles through intact ex vivo human thoracic vertebrae on
the benchtop. (b) Schematic diagram showing positions of transducers
(A.&B.) and the acoustic receiver with respect to the ex vivo vertebra.

B. Benchtop Experiments – Experimental Procedure

The benchtop experimental set up is shown in Fig. 2. To in-
vestigate the response of MBs to SBPK FUS exposures, experi-
ments were performed in a tank of degassed, deionized water at
37°C. FUS was generated using two in-house assembled, spher-
ically focused, confocal transducers (elements sourced from
DeL Piezo Specialties, LLC, FL, USA) with center frequency,
f0 = 514 kHz and F-number 1.2 and an angular separation of
60° (70% focal length ∼5.5 mm, focal width ∼3.0 mm [28]).
Transducers were matched to 50 Ω using an external match-
ing circuit and driven using a dual-channel arbitrary/function
generator (AFG 3052C, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR, USA) and
53-dB RF power amplifiers (MP-2519, NP Technologies Inc.,
Markham, ON, Canada).

2 ms SBPK pulse trains as described in A. (Fig. 1(b)&(c))
were generated in MATLAB and uploaded to the arbi-
trary/function generator. Different pulse trains were used for
each transducer. Each pulse train consisted of 40 bursts in total.
(Pulse train duty cycle = 8.4%)

The focus of the transducers was determined by measuring
time-domain acoustic field data using a 0.5 mm polyvinyli-
dene difluoride (PVDF) needle hydrophone (Precision Acous-
tics, Dorchester, UK). The hydrophone was navigated using a
3-D positioning system (Velmex Inc., Bloomfield, NY, USA).
Time-domain data from the hydrophone were displayed on a

mixed-domain oscilloscope (MDO 3014, Tektronix, Beaverton,
OR, USA) and subsequently transferred to a PC, where it was
stored and saved. The data were processed in MATLAB to visu-
alize the temporal peak pressure distribution for the ultrasound
field and the location at which the maximal pressure was mea-
sured was used to determine the focus.

An in-house fabricated, unfocussed, 5 mm diameter lead zir-
conate titanate (PZT) receiver (element sourced from DeL Piezo
Specialties, LLC, FL, USA) with a center frequency of 250 kHz
(near the subharmonic, f0 /2) was roughly aligned with the fo-
cus of the transducers and used to receive acoustic emissions.
A 125 MS/s, 14-bit, Peripheral Component Interconnect dig-
itizer (ATS460, Alazar Technologies Inc., Pointe-Claire, QC,
Canada) was used to capture receiver signals at a sampling rate
of 50 MS/s and data were processed in MATLAB.

A tube phantom with inner diameter = 1.0 mm and wall
thickness = 0.3 mm was used to accommodate circulating MBs
and was aligned with the focus (Fig. 2(a)). Baseline and MB
acoustic signals measurements were performed at increasing
peak negative pressures (PNP) between 60 kPa and 1 MPa.
Baseline measurements were performed using flowing deion-
ized (not degassed) water. MB measurements were performed
using a 1:5000 solution of MBs in deionized water (Definity,
Lantheus Medical Imaging, North Billerica, MA, USA), gravity
fed through the tubing. The measured flow rate was 0.3 ml/s.
Measurements were performed with and without intervening ex
vivo human thoracic vertebrae (T1, T6, T12). Vertebrae were
degassed in a vacuum jar over several days to remove trapped
gas, and for a minimum of 2 hours immediately prior to exper-
iments. Once immersed in the water tank, the vertebrae were
allowed to sit for 1 hour before measurements were made to
allow for thermal equilibrium at 37 °C.

To confirm that results were independent of the receiver band-
width, an additional set of experiments was performed with T12
on the bench using a 5 mm broadband PVDF receiver [36].

C. BSCBO Using SBPK In Vivo

All animal experiments were approved by the Sunnybrook
Research Institute animal care committee and were performed
in keeping with guidelines from the Canadian Council on An-
imal Care. Fourteen (14) Sprague-Dawley rats (male, n = 7,
236–314 g; female, n = 7, 173–268 g; Charles River Labora-
tories, MA, USA) were anesthetized using 2% isoflurane and
oxygen. Prior to the ultrasound exposures the carrier gas was
switched to medical air [37], [38]. The hair on their backs was
removed using an electric razor, followed by depilatory cream.
Ultrasound gel and a water pack were used to acoustically cou-
ple the animals to the ultrasound treatment platform. The trans-
ducer and receiver set up, described as part of the benchtop
experimental procedure, was mounted on a 3-axis positioning
arm contained in the water bath of a small animal ultrasound
treatment platform (RK-100, FUS Instruments, Toronto, ON).
Animals were placed supine on the FUS delivery system. Under
MRI-guidance, spinal cords were sonicated using SBPK FUS
(10 ms pulse trains comprised of 2-cycle burst at 50 μs intervals;
1 Hz pulse repetition frequency), at 3 locations per spinal cord
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Fig. 3. (a) Schematic diagram showing a transverse view of the exper-
imental set up for in vivo experiments. (b) Schematic diagram showing
an axial view of the experimental set up for in vivo experiments.

TABLE I
ANIMAL DISTRIBUTION FOR In Vivo EXPERIMENTS

(5 mm spacing), at fixed pressures. MBs (0.02 ml/kg Defin-
ity, Lantheus Medical Imaging, MA, USA) were administered
intravenously through the tail vein at the start of the sonica-
tion. Exposures were interleaved so that all three targets were
treated during a single sonication. Fig. 3 shows a diagram of the
experimental set up for in vivo experiments.

Animals were treated in 2 groups. These groups were treated
for different total treatment durations (2 minutes or 5 minutes)
at fixed pressures. Treatment parameters are outlined in Table I.
In situ pressure estimates were based on a mean pressure trans-
mission of 67± 15% through the rat spine at 551.5 kHz reported
in [18]. Acoustic signals were acquired during treatments using
the same digitizer as the ex vivo experiments, and were analyzed
using the methods developed on the bench. The narrowband PZT
receiver was used as the PVDF receiver was not available at the
time of these experiments.

BSCBO was confirmed using coronal, T1-weighted, con-
trast enhanced magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (0.2 ml/kg
gadolinium, Field of view = 4 cm × 4 cm, Spatial discretiza-
tion = 200 μm, Slice thickness = 1 mm, Echo time = 5.3 ms,

TABLE II
HISTOLOGY GRADES

Repetition time = 500 ms, Rare factor = 4, Number of aver-
ages = 6; Biospec 7T, Bruker Co., MA, USA). Post-treatment,
intravenously administered Evan’s blue (EB) dye (2.5 ml/kg)
was used to verify opening and locate treatment locations af-
ter tissue harvesting. BSCBO was considered successful if the
mean MRI signal in a 3 × 3 voxel area centered on maximum
enhancement was at least 2 standard deviations greater than the
mean signal in a baseline 3 × 3 voxel unsonicated area in the
spinal cord. MRI images were analyzed using Medical Image
Processing, Analysis and Visualization (MIPAV; National Insti-
tutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). 2 hours post-treatment,
spinal cords were formalin fixed through transcardial perfusion
under deep anesthetic and harvested for histological staining.
5 μm thick coronal sections at 100 μm intervals were stained
using hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) and evaluated for tissue
damage.

Tissue damage at each treatment location was evaluated using
a 4 point grading scheme adapted from [39] as described in
Table II. Two researchers independently graded the histology
and were blinded to treatment parameters, results of BSCBO
and results of the acoustic monitoring.

III. RESULTS

A. Benchtop Experiments

Fig. 4(a) and (b) show examples of time-domain signals mea-
sured for a baseline case and a MB case respectively at the
posterior surface of T6 at PNP = 0.26 MPa. The results of per-
forming Fourier transforms on these data are shown in Fig. 4(c)
and (d). These frequency spectra are normalized to the maxi-
mum for the baseline case. The spectra shown in Fig. 4(c) and
(d) are complicated by peaks at intervals of the pulse repetition
frequency of the bursts within the pulse train (20 kHz). To over-
come this, 35 μs windows, 50 μs apart, containing the received
signals from a single burst were analyzed. (A truncated win-
dow length of 35 μs was chosen for benchtop experiments as
it maximized sensitivity to detecting spectral content.) Follow-
ing Fourier analysis, maps of how frequency content evolved
throughout the pulse train (burst number) were plotted for the
baseline (Fig. 4(e)) and MB cases (Fig. 4(f)).
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Fig. 4. Examples of baseline (a) and microbubble (b) time domain
signals measured by the receiver, and their corresponding frequency
spectra (c,d). Corresponding spectrograms without (e, f) and with (g, h)
pulse inversion are shown. In (h), the dark gray arrow shows f0 /2, while
the light gray arrow shows 2f0 . (i, j) Show the maximum projections of
(e,h) and (f,h) respectively across all burst pairs.

To determine the effect of PI, consecutive time-domain win-
dows were added before Fourier analysis. The resulting maps
of frequency against burst pair are shown in Fig. 4(g) and (h)
for the baseline and MB case respectively.

The different bursts in the SBPK pulse train inherently have
different pressure, due to the changing interference pattern of
the ultrasound from the two apertures. A maximum projection of
frequency content of the entire pulse train was used to improve
sensitivity to temporally short events (i.e., identifying events

even if they occur during only a single burst). For the example
in Fig. 4, these projections are shown in Fig. 4(i) and (j) for
baseline and MB cases respectively, both with and without PI.

The effect of PI was most obvious around the center frequency
of the receiver (f0 /2). In the baseline case (Fig. 4(i)) the signal at
the fundamental and the subharmonic are reduced by 76% and
63% respectively, in this example. The reduction observed at the
center frequency (f0 /2) is likely linked to the reduction of the
broadband fundamental signal. In the MB case, the fundamental
and the subharmonic are reduced by 81% and 8% respectively.
This indicates improved sensitivity to detecting the subharmonic
through quantifying the MB/baseline ratio. In the MB case, the
signal at the 2nd harmonic, 2f0 , increased by 56%.

The simultaneous reduction in baseline signal and increase
in MB signal led to the hypothesis that the effect of PI could be
well characterized by considering the ratio in spectral amplitude
between MB signal and baseline signal. Fig. 5(a)–(c) show mean
MB/baseline ratios without intervening vertebrae and Fig. 5(d)–
(i) show mean MB/baseline ratios with intervening ex vivo tho-
racic vertebrae (T1:(d) and (e), T6: (f) and (g), T12: (h) and (i)).
(Error bars represent the standard deviation over 10 measure-
ments.) MB/baseline ratios were calculated using the area under
the spectra in the range 0.25 ± 0.10 MHz for f0 /2 and 0.97 ±
0.10 MHz for 2f0 . Fig. 5(a) shows the MB/baseline ratio at f0 /2
for increasing focal PNPs in water. In the pressure range 0.2–
0.4 MPa, the amplification of the MB/baseline ratio at f0 /2 was
145 ± 24% (minimum: 120%, maximum: 175%). In the same
pressure range, the amplification of the MB/baseline ratio at 2f0
was 158± 12% (minimum:144%, maximum:172%) (Fig. 5(b)).
Broadband noise was measured in the range 1.70 ± 0.10 MHz,
far away from the receiver center frequency and where the inves-
tigators did not observe detected harmonic spectral content. The
measured onset of inertial cavitation was at 0.4 MPa. Above this
threshold, the MB/baseline ratio did not increase with PNP (with
and without PI). The MB/baseline ratio amplification resulting
from PI at f0 /2 decreased from a maximum of 175% at 0.40 MPa
to a minimum of 144% in the inertial cavitation regime.

Across the 3 vertebrae, in the range 0.2-0.4 MPa, the am-
plification of the MB/baseline ratio at f0 /2 was 197 ± 48%
(minimum:132%, maximum: 291%). The amplification of the
MB/baseline ratio at the 2f0 in the same range was 207 ± 31%
(minimum: 150%, maximum: 250%). Above 0.4 MPa (thresh-
old for inertial cavitation measured in water), the MB/baseline
ratio no longer increased, but dropped off quickly, both with and
without PI. Above 0.7 MPa, small signals at f0 /2 could not be
detected even with PI.

Using the broadband receiver, in the range 0.2-0.4 MPa, the
amplification of the MB/baseline ratio at f0 /2 through T12 was
153 ± 11% (minimum: 142%, maximum: 167%). The ampli-
fication of the MB/baseline ratio at the 2f0 in the same range
was 376 ± 77% (minimum: 290%, maximum: 470%). Above
0.4 MPa, the MB/baseline ratio plateaued.

B. In Vivo Experiments

MRI enhancement values indicated successful BSCBO at
40/42 treatment locations (Enhancement: 52 ± 41% (2 min;
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Fig. 5. Microbubble to baseline ratios for different focal pressures in water (a-c), through T1 (d, e), T6 (f, g) and T12 (h, i). PI is shown to increase
detection sensitivity at the f0 /2 (a, d, f, h) and 2f0 (b, e, g, i) in water and through all measured vertebrae. In water, the onset of inertial cavitation was
detected around 0.4 MPa (c) and is thought to be responsible for the decrease in f0 /2 and 2f0 emissions at high exposures as energy is redistributed
to the inertial bands.

Fig. 6. (a) Pre-treatment T1-weighted MRI of the rat spine. (b) Post-
treatment, contrast-enhance T1-weighted MRI of the rat spine after soni-
cation with short burst, phase keying focused ultrasound at 0.23 MPa for
five minutes. This image shows contrast enhancement at three locations
in the spinal cord. (c) Perfused spine of the animal shown in (d) showing
Evan’s Blue enhancement at three locations. Scalebar = 5 mm.

minimum: 16%, maximum: 178%); 41 ± 22% (5 min; mini-
mum: 16%, maximum: 85%)). An example of a T1-weighted
MRI of the rat spinal cord is shown in Fig. 6(a). A post-treatment
(pressure: 0.23 MPa, duration: 5 min) contrast-enhanced MRI
of the same spinal cord is shown in Fig. 6(b). Opening was con-
firmed using EB staining (Fig. 6(c)). Fig. 7 shows the relation-
ship between estimated in situ pressure and MRI enhancement
expressed as number of standard deviations above baseline.

Representative images of histology grades are shown in Fig. 8.
A summary of assigned histology grades is given in Table III.
Of the 2 treatment locations where BSCBO was not confirmed
using MRI enhancement, 1 was assigned a Grade 0 and 1 was
assigned a Grade 1. The later was considered borderline during

Fig. 7. Scatter plots showing the relationship between estimated in
situ pressure and MRI enhancement in units of number of standard
deviations above baseline for two minute and five minute sonications.

analysis of MRI signal enhancement, with a signal increase of
1.8 standard deviations compared with baseline.

Using the methods developed on the bench and a window
length of 50 μs for short time analysis, the maximum projec-
tion of the acquired frequency spectra over the total treatment
duration compared to baseline measurements were visualized.
Fig. 9 shows representative images of acquired acoustic emis-
sions spectra in 3 cases: (a) BSCB open with f0 /2 and 2f0 present,
(b) BSCB open with only 2f0 present, and (c) BSCB closed
with no spectral signals visible. A peak at f0 /2 was qualita-
tively distinguishable above baseline noise for 14/40 treatment
locations where BSCBO was confirmed using MRI enhance-
ment. 13 of these locations were during 2 minute sonications
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Fig. 8. Representative histology images of different damage levels:
(a) Grade 0, (b) Grade 1 (white arrow shows red blood cell extravasation),
(c) Grade 2, (d) Grade 3. Scale bar = 0.5 mm.

TABLE III
ASSIGNED HISTOLOGY GRADES

a1 treatment location with opening confirmed by MRI enhancement was excluded from
scoring due to a cutting artifact at that location resulting from processing for histology.

Fig. 9. Example of frequency spectra with: (a) Subharmonic and 2nd
harmonic visible (0.47 MPa, BSCB open), (b) only 2nd harmonic visible
(0.20 MPa, BSCB open), (c) no spectral signatures visible (0.23 MPa,
BSCB closed).

TABLE IV
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN BSCBO AND ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS

TABLE V
RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN HISTOLOGY GRADES AND ACOUSTIC EMISSIONS

a1 treatment location with opening confirmed by MRI enhancement was excluded from
scoring due to a cutting artifact at that location resulting from processing for histology.
f0 /2 was not observed at this location.

(0.34-0.47 MPa) and 1 of these locations was during a 5 minute
sonication (0.23 MPa). A peak at the 2f0 was distinguishable
above baseline at 38/40 treatment locations where BSCBO was
confirmed using MRI signal enhancement. The 2f0 peak was
absent at 2 locations (0.23 MPa, 5 min sonications). At the
2 treatment locations where BSCBO was not confirmed, neither
the 2nd harmonic nor the subharmonic was observed. These
results are summarized in Table IV.

Table V summarizes the relationship between histology
grades and observations of acoustic emissions at f0 /2 and 2f0 at
locations with successful BSCBO. 2f0 was not observed at the
2 points assigned Grade 0. However, it was observed at 100%
of the points assigned a higher grade where BSCBO was ob-
served. The percentage of treatment locations at which f0 /2 was
observed increased for higher histology grades.

IV. DISCUSSION

In this paper, we have proposed a method of analysis for
enhancing the detection of microbubble emissions through the
intact human spine during SBPK FUS exposures. This method
involves dividing received signals from pulse trains into short
time windows and implementing PI to amplify nonlinear signals
emitted by microbubbles. Further, as the bursts in SBPK pulse
trains inherently have different pressure magnitudes due to the
interference between phase shifted pulses from the two trans-
ducers, we have proposed the use of a maximum projection
across each pulse train to best capture acoustic events. Addi-
tionally, using a maximum projection increases the sensitivity
to detecting temporally limited events that could be averaged
out if using a mean projection [40].

A comparison between analysis with and without PI showed
that PI yielded amplification of both the sub and second har-
monic signals below the threshold for inertial cavitation. PI has
been well established as a means of enhancing MB signals in ul-
trasound imaging [29] and has recently been shown to enhance
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passive acoustic mapping during ultrasound therapy exposures
in vitro and in vivo in small animals [34]. Here, we demonstrate
that PI can be easily integrated with SBPK exposures to enhance
the detection of acoustic signatures through the human vertebral
arch. SBPK with PI is a pulse scheme that is highly relevant to
clinical translation as it allows standing wave-free therapeutic
exposures without sacrificing cavitation detection ability as a
result of the shorter bubble excitations. A consequential obser-
vation of this study was that the effect of PI was minimized
above the threshold of inertial cavitation, as measured in free
field, perhaps limiting the potential of this method for applica-
tions other than BSCBO, where higher exposures might be of
interest.

In vivo, we demonstrated BSCBO using SBPK FUS in a
small cohort of rats (n = 14). Through comparing acoustic
signals analyzed using the method developed on the bench and
tissue histology, the subharmonic was shown to be more likely
for higher levels of treatment damage, which is consistent with
studies at longer burst lengths.

Based on the current study, the 2nd harmonic was shown to be
a reliable indicator of BSCBO, despite low receiver sensitivity in
that band. It was present in 95% where opening was seen on MRI
and it was absent in all cases where no opening was observed.
The proportion of treatment locations at which the subharmonic
was observed increased for higher histological damage scores,
which is promising for its use as a predictor of tissue damage.
However, at the highest level of tissue damage, the subhar-
monic was only observed at 75% of treatment locations. The
authors believe that the high rate of false negatives could be at-
tributed to some study limitations that are discussed later in this
section.

The limitations of this study include the small sample size
for in vivo experiments, single timepoint of tissue harvesting
and the use of a small, single element, narrowband receiver. Not
only did this study use a small total number of animals, but
a very small number were used at each exposure level. It has
previously been reported [18] that the in situ pressures in the
rat spinal canal vary strongly with location, therefore the true
pressures likely vary to a strong degree. In the absence of active
treatment control, we distributed the animals in this preliminary
study to capture a range of observed bioeffects and acoustic
signals. Due to the small sample size, it is difficult to draw
conclusions regarding the correlation of the second harmonic
and subharmonic emissions with BSCBO and tissue damage.
However, the data collected in these experiments indicate that
the detection of these emissions may be a relevant metric for
treatment monitoring during BSCBO with SBPK + FUS and
further investigation in a larger cohort of animals is warranted,
but is beyond the scope of the present study. Since this is an
acute study, all tissues were harvested for histology ∼2 hours
after treatment. Previous work has shown that even when edema
and RBC extravasation are evident immediately following the
treatment, these effects could be resolved at later timepoints
[22]. It would be useful to investigate whether the treatment
parameters which resulted in Grade 1 scores during histolog-
ical analysis would still yield observable tissue damage after
24 hours or several days.

For this study, no sham animals (sonicated in the absence of
microbubbles) were tested, however baseline acoustic emissions
without microbubbles were captured, but without associated MR
images to confirm effect on the BSCB. It is known that pulsed
focused ultrasound, in the absence of intravenously injected mi-
crobubbles, can modify the blood-brain barrier. However, it has
been shown that this effect is associated with the presence of sub-
harmonic emissions [41] which were not observed in our base-
line measurements. Previous work that included sham animals,
showed minimal increase in blood-brain barrier permeability in
the absence of bubbles [1] at pressures an order of magnitude
higher than those used in this study (5 MPa vs 0.47 MPa in this
study). Future studies might benefit from including shams for
histological comparison.

In future work, the use of a wideband PVDF receiver [36], or
multiple narrowband receivers with different center frequencies,
may improve the detection of multiple frequency bands in vivo.
The receiver used in this study was centered at the subharmonic
(250 kHz) to optimize sensitivity to the subharmonic emissions.
As the vertebral bone attenuates higher frequency signals to
a greater degree, we chose to focus on detecting signals that
would be better transmitted through the bone and that have been
associated with tissue damage. Although the subharmonic was
the main frequency of interest, the choice of receiver compro-
mised the quality of results outside of this band, including at the
2nd harmonic (1.03 MHz). Useful data was obtained at the 2nd
harmonic, but some acoustic events may not have been detected
due to reduced receiver sensitivity. For example, the presence of
the 2nd harmonic is expected to be a useful indicator of success-
ful barrier opening [20], but here we observed 2 cases where
BSCBO was achieved based on MRI enhancement values, but
no 2nd harmonic signal was observed. Both cases occurred for
comparatively low in situ estimates of pressure (0.23 MPa). The
low sensitivity of the receiver at the 2nd harmonic could explain
the absence of this signature in these cases. We also note that
the additional bench experiments conducted using the PVDF
receiver showed excellent sensitivity to both sub and 2nd har-
monic signals when combined with PI. While this receiver was
not available at the time of the in vivo investigations, several
PVDF receivers have now been fabricated that will be used in
future in vivo studies.

Further, this study used a simple experimental configuration
with a single element receiver for passive cavitation detection.
Such receivers are limited for this purpose because they are
unable to provide spatial information about received acoustic
signals. This makes them susceptible to inclusion of acoustic
events outside of the focal region (E.g. an air bubble in the
water bath) or exclusion of relevant acoustic events. Through
the intact human skull, phased array receivers have been shown
to allow spatial mapping of acoustic signals [42]–[44]. Addi-
tionally, this study used a transpinous approach for detecting
acoustic emissions, but a translaminar approach would likely
increase sensitivity to acoustic events through the human spine.
Ideally, before FUS-induced BSCBO treatments reach the stage
of clinical application, a receive array can be incorporated with
the transmit array designed in [27] to provide robust spatial-
temporal acoustic emissions detection for treatment control.
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Results from this study indicate the need for several future
investigations. Firstly, a larger scale parameter study in a small
animal model is required to determine optimum treatment pa-
rameters, such as the time between bursts in SBPK pulse trains,
pulse train length and treatment duration. Regarding the latter,
the results of this study suggest that a 5 min duration achieves
superior tracer accumulation across the BSCB compared with a
2 min sonication duration at low pressures. This larger cohort
study can also be used to robustly characterize the associations
between the cavitation signals and observed bioeffects in or-
der to advance towards implementing actively controlled SBPK
treatments. Additionally, the methods proposed here need to be
validated in a clinically relevant, large animal model.

V. CONCLUSION

A method of analyzing and enhancing the detection of acous-
tic signals from MBs sonicated with SBPK FUS has been pro-
posed. This involves the use of PI, which was shown to increase
sensitivity to detecting subharmonic and 2nd harmonic emis-
sions. This method was first tested on the benchtop, using ex
vivo human vertebrae, and was then utilized for detecting in
vivo signals at fixed pressure levels in a rat model. Prelimi-
nary in vivo investigations showed that SBPK FUS exposures
can successfully modify the BSCB and that PI improves de-
tection of bubble activity under these exposures. At the lowest
pressures investigated, BSCBO was achieved with no or mi-
nor tissue damage, typically accompanied by a peak at the 2nd
harmonic. At the highest pressures investigated, BSCBO was ac-
companied by widespread RBC extravasation and hemorrhage.
Detection of the subharmonic was shown to be more likely at
higher levels of tissue damage, indicating potential use in a fu-
ture treatment control algorithm. SBPK with PI is a clinically
relevant pulse scheme for therapeutic ultrasound exposures of
the spinal cord, and this work advances our goal of translating
ultrasound-mediated drug delivery to the spinal cord to clinical
scale.
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